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This paper addresses the problem of checking the
correctness of the K9 Rover Executive, an experimental
platform for autonomous vehicles developed at NASA
Ames and targeted for the exploration of the Martian
surface. The Executive provides a means to command
the vehicle through the execution of plans that con-
trol the movements, the experimental apparatus, and the
other resources of the rover. A plan defines a hierarchi-
cal description of vehicle’s actions. Actions and tasks
are annotated with time constraints on their starting and
completion time.

The verification of the Executive has to face two
sources of unpredictability.

• First, different plans can be defined to command the
rover. Indeed, the main aim of the Executive is to
allow for the definition and upload of the plans during
the mission of the rover.

• Second, each plan can generate different non-deter-
ministic execution paths, depending on the outcomes
of action execution and on the events that happen in
the rover’s environment. The plan language allows
for branching depending on conditions that need to
be checked at execution time; moreover, the plans
allow for flexibility with respect to the duration of
action execution; finally, the plans allow for a basic
mechanism for managing the possibility of failure of
command actions (a plan may define whether the fail-
ure of an action has to be ignored or whether it leads
to the failure of the task in the hierarchy which has
triggered the action).

The Executive is correct if, for every possible plan, all
the executions of the plan allowed by the Executive are
compatible with the plan semantics. This means, for
instance, that an execution of the plan can trigger an
action only if the corresponding start condition is sat-
isfied. And that the execution of a given sequence of

actions has to be stopped if one of the actions has failed
and the recovery mechanism requires to break the whole
task.

Different approaches are possible for checking the
correctness of the Executive. One approach is test-
ing: given a certain plan, and an execution of this plan
in a given configuration of the environment, one can
check whether the execution is correct. By repeating
this check on different configurations and on different
plans, one can increase the level of confidence in the
correctness on the Executive. Another approach con-
sists in formally verifying the correctness, using e.g.,
model checking or theorem proving techniques. This
may be hard or impossible due to the complexity of the
Executive. Moreover, in most cases formal verification
is partial, since it is based on an abstract model of the
Executive.

A third approach, followed in the paper, is to check,
given a plan, that all the executions of that plan are cor-
rect. This is a compromise between the former two ap-
proaches: similarly to testing, it only checks correctness
for specific plans; however, the correctness of the Exec-
utive with respect to the given plans is formally verified
by considering all their possible executions.

This paper focuses on a specific form of correct-
ness, namely correctness with respect to the time con-
straints. However, the proposed approach, and the fol-
lowing comments, are general and apply also to other
forms of correctness.

The paper describes the approach in a clear and pre-
cise way, but does not provide enough information to
permit an evaluation of the proposed technique and of
its practical applicability. In the following, we propose
some criteria that can be adopted for evaluating the ap-
proach and for comparing it with other verification ap-
proaches.



Complexity of the verification task

From a theoretical point of view, the verification that
the Executive is correct for all plans is more complex
than the verification for a given plan. Indeed the latter
kind of correctness is a corollary of the former. How-
ever, one could claim that, if we consider plans of high
complexity (e.g., with a big number of constraints, a
complex pattern of non-deterministic behaviors, com-
plicated time constrains...), then the verification of the
correctness for a plan may be as difficult as the verifi-
cation in the general case. If this claim is wrong in the
specific domain, it would be important to understand
what makes the verification of a specific plan intrinsi-
cally simpler.

A similar comment also applies from a practical per-
spective. If plans become too complex, then their veri-
fication becomes unfeasible. What is the complexity of
plans for which the verification is still feasible in prac-
tice? How does this complexity compare with the plans
that one expects to deal with in practice in the applica-
tion domain?

An approach for managing more complex plans is
to adopt stronger simplifying assumptions and abstrac-
tions when modeling the Executive and the plans. If the
model of the Executive is very abstract, however, the
verification of its correctness becomes possible also in
the general case. One has to identify the right level of
abstraction, which makes the general verification case
still unfeasible, but which allows for a practical verifi-
cation of specific plans. Does the level of abstraction
adopted in the paper satisfy this condition?

Effectiveness in discovering bugs

The main criterion for evaluating a verification tech-
nique is its effectiveness in detecting bugs. A question
not answered in the paper is if the proposed technique
has been able to detect bugs, either genuine or artifi-
cially injected in the Executive. Or, more in general,
what are the kinds of bugs for which the authors expect
their technique to be more efficient than testing and gen-
eral verification.

Looking to this problem from another point of view, a
possible way for comparing the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach is to identify different classes of bugs
which are relevant for the application domain and to
see which technique is more efficient in detecting these
bugs in a given amount of time. We remark that also for-
mal verification techniques have to be considered in this
“bug hunting” competition. Indeed, some of these tech-

niques (e.g., different kinds of model checking tech-
niques) do not offer only “all-or-nothing” verification
but have been proved to be able to detect bugs also in
models that are too big to be proved correct.

Practical applicability of the approach

One of the strongest aspects of the proposed approach
is that it fits the verification needs of the specific appli-
cation domains. Indeed, the goal is to guarantee that,
once a plan is uploaded to the rover, then all its pos-
sible executions are correct. Testing is insufficient to
this purpose, since it may skip executions that can oc-
cur in practice. A complete verification of the executor
is overkill, since it verifies the correctness of the Exec-
utive also for plans that it will never need to execute.
(In certain cases, it might be preferable to implement a
simplified but efficient Executive that is able to run cor-
rectly only a subset of the possible plans, if these plans
are sufficient for all practical purposes, and if it is possi-
ble to detect and block invalid plans before execution.)

However, the time constraints on the verification are
radically different in the cases one wants to verify the
correctness of the Executive or of the specific plans. In-
deed, in the former case the verification can be done
off-line, before the mission of the rover begins, and can
take months to complete. In the latter case, the verifi-
cation has to be done between the generation of a plan
and its upload to the rover, that is, in a couple of hours,
according to the current practice. An important ques-
tion to be answered is whether the proposed approach
will be able to fit these strong time constraints for the
verification.

To conclude, a complete answer to the questions
above is clearly outside the scope of the paper. How-
ever, taking into account these questions — and practi-
cal applicability in particular — is of uttermost impor-
tance for proposing viable verification approaches for
autonomous space applications.


